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Ready and raring to go…
By Pat Malone
At last! We’re back in business, with dual flights, 
flying instruction, checkouts and self-fly-hire – 
from Saturday July 4th, if you want it, we’ve got it. 
That’s not to say it’s ‘business as usual’; we have 
to conform to some very stringent guidelines to 
ensure we’re not spreading Covid-19 through the 
population. But the regulations are 
straightforward, and the wonderful world of 
general aviation is open to all of us, if we do as 
we’re asked.
The rules may seem a little convoluted, but they 
are simple in practice and it’s vitally important that 
we stick to them because if this new relaxation 
leads to a major upsurge in coronavirus cases, 
quite apart from the death toll we’ll be contributing 
to, we’ll probably be going back into lockdown, 
this time for three months. And then it will be 
winter, and the whole year will be lost. I’m sure we 
can put up with a little inconvenience to avoid that.
So here’s what you do. If you feel perfectly healthy 
and you want to come up to the airfield, call to 
make a booking. Come alone if possible – non-

fliers will have to remain in the car park. When you 
arrive, phone the Tower from the car park to make 
sure there isn’t a logjam of people ahead of you – 
social distancing remains paramount. When you’re 
asked to come up, you’ll to be met at the door by 
someone with an infra-red thermometer. If your 
temperature is in the red zone, you will be chased 
away. If it’s not, we’ll make a note of your name 
and contact details; the NHS asks us to keep this 
data for a minimum of 21 days to help them track 
new outbreaks. You’ll also be given hand-sanitiser 
that will make short work of any viruses. The 
clubhouse is off limits from now. If you need the 
loo, please use the disabled toilet. If you’re here 
for a lesson or a checkout, your instructor will send 
you to the Briefing Room. It helps if you have your 
own headset – the club headsets will be cleaned 
with isopropyl alcohol before use and will be 
available, but we can’t guarantee sanitisation 100 
percent, and having your own is a great comfort. 
Have a look at Transair or Harry Mendelssohn 
online – Harry in particular does a very decent, 
low-priced headset, the HM-40 at £99 plus VAT, 



and offers next-day delivery. Similarly, we can 
provide you with face masks, which you’ll need 
in the aircraft, but if you can bring your own, so 
much the better.
If you’re going solo, please bring your own pen 
to fill in the paperwork. Sounds petty, but we 
must try to reduce to a minimum the number of 
items touched by more than one person. We’ll 
have some pens available if you forget, but 
numbers will be limited. You will be allowed into 
the clubhouse to scribble in the book, and to 
pay at the end, but please observe two-metre 
separation.
Whatever you’re flying, if you’re not alone you’ll 
be asked to ensure ventilation is at its 
maximum. Open the vents and pull the ‘cabin 
air’ plunger. You might therefore want to think 
about over-dressing; it could be rather cool up 
there. But ventilation is your best friend – much 
more effective than a face mask. 
In the Briefing Room your instructor will ask you 
to sign a disclaimer to say you’re feeling fit and 
you’re pretty sure you don’t have Covid-19, and 
he will show you how to clean your aircraft, 
inside and out – the materials for doing this are 
in each aircraft. You’ll do this before and after 
flight. Both you and the instructor will wear face 

masks in the aircraft, but remember the ventilation, 
especially if you are wearing spectacles – the 
airflow should stop them misting up. 
If you’re coming up to fly your own aircraft, please 
observe social distancing rules – and two metres is 
much better than one. At two metres, 98 percent of 
the nasties in a cough will hit the ground, while at 
one metre it’s only 67 percent. If you’re refuelling, 
please use the isopropyl alcohol wipes, spray and 
cleansing equipment in the refuelling bay – wipe 
everything you touch. 
It sounds like a lot of palaver, but it’s not a game. 
We don’t want to be shut down again, we don’t want 
to be responsible for anyone’s death. There’s real 
danger in having people think that this relaxation 
means they can drop their guard – quite the 
opposite is the case. The risk is as great now as it 
has ever been. 
For maximum protection, think of it like this – 
imagine you have this deadly infection, and you’re 
keen to avoid spreading it. That way, you won’t be 
following other people’s rules, you’ll just be acting 
on your own common sense. Keep your distance 
from others, wash your hands carefully and often, 
and you won’t pass it on. 
We really can’t afford to get this wrong. But come 
and fly! It’s been too long.



Remembering 
Terry Hartley
By Pete White
It is with great sadness that I have to report that 
Cornwall Flying Club’s longest-serving Chairman, 
Terry Hartley, has died.
Born in Lancashire on 1st January 1943, Terry, a 
farmer from Grampound Road, Truro, was a very 
popular and well-liked member of Cornwall Flying 
Club at Bodmin Airfield. Terry had been a member 
of the club for many years, experiencing his first 
solo in 1978 and GFT in 1979. He went on to gain 
his IMC in 1981 and served on the board as a 
director from October 1999 to September 2011. He 
was elected chairman in 2001 and stood down in 
2011 due to health problems, thus making Terry 
our longest serving club chairman. Whenever he 
was at the airfield, Terry was usually accompanied 
by his wife Joan, especially if we were having an 
event or enjoying a Wednesday evening club 
night. There was always plenty of merriment when 
Terry was on board, and Joan’s infectious laughter 
could be heard around the clubhouse encouraging 
us all to be a part of the fun. Terry’s nickname for 
me was ‘vicar’, a handle that I acquired after 
coming along dressed as such for one of our fancy 
dress hangar dances. We certainly got some 
strange looks when Terry would greet me using 
the term ‘hello, vicar’ especially if the clubhouse 
was full of visitors.
Besides enjoying the social side of our club, Terry 
was definitely an enthusiastic flyer and a keen 
member of the long-standing Penguin Flight 
syndicate, flying the Cessna FA150 G-AYKV. Terry 
also flew our resident Cessna 172s G-BNRR and 

G-BCZM. The latter aircraft was his favourite 
which he really did enjoy especially for longer 
flights. Touring also captured his imagination, and 
with a gang of CFC members he ventured on 
several trips to places of great interest including 
San Sebastian, Antwerp and the Western Isles of 
Scotland. Terry always remembered with pride the 
day he landed G-BNRR on the beach at Barra in 
June 2001. In fact there is a photo hanging in the 
CFC clubhouse of some the aircraft parked on the 
sands at Barra. His fellow travellers, some names 
which are now in the distant past, were Rod and 
Dawn Dix, James Hawkins and his father John, 
Reg Stainer, Calvin Freeman, John Watts, Mike 
Thelwell and his father, and Dougie Matta. I 

apologise if I have missed out a name or 
two – it was a long time ago. 
Terry was a colourful character, kind, 
generous and a lot of fun. The Club bar 
just doesn’t look the same without him 
helping to hold it up whilst spinning us all 
a yarn. 
It was a great privilege to know you, 
Terry, and thank you for being a part of 
our lives, bringing us joy and just making 
us smile. Our thoughts are very much 
with Joan, the children, grandchildren 
and great grandchildren.
RIP Terry Hartley, 1st January 1943 – 
31st May 2020.

Terry and Joan in a convivial setting

Terry (centre) and friends at Bodmin



Light at the end of the tunnel
By Jay Gates
And ever so slowly, we creep back to normality. 
We have now had a full month of flying activity at 
the airfield with ‘solo’ and ‘same household’ 
flights taking place. Happily, there have been no 
incidents as a result of the long lay-off, and the 
vast majority of people have followed the rules 
issued by the Government via the CAA and the 
DfT. With socially distanced flying now 
allowed, thoughts turned to flight training, 
‘dual’ flying and introductory flights, and 
throughout the month rumours were 
circulating that the promised July 4th 
announcement of further lockdown 
relaxations would include driving 
instruction. Such a move would open the 
door to flight instruction, and as expected 
the announcement came in mid-June that 
the rules would be relaxed from that date 
onwards.
It has been over three months since the 
last student climbed out of one of the 
company Cessna 152s, and the club has 
managed the financial hiatus with income 
limited to hangarage, fuel sales and 
landing fees. We are now in the process 
of putting together the necessary Safety 
Hazard Identification and Risk 
Assessment documentation (SHIRA) linked 
to the new operating protocol required for such 
an important change and will be restarting flight 
training from Saturday. Please follow the 
procedures set out by the Chairman on the front 
of this newsletter.
Unfortunately, we still cannot yet open Diner 31, 
although some snacks have been left out by 
Keith and Dot for passing trade. We are looking 

into how we might open the Diner safely once 
training takes place, but the watchword is ‘social 
distancing’ and the result is that the clubhouse 
closed, except for access to the aircraft logs. All 
members and visitors are requested to stay out of 
the clubhouse, and to stay at least two metres 
apart outside the building.
The figures for May were no worse than what used 
to pass as a steady winter month of flight activity. 

However, the figures for June are way down on 
what we could reasonably expect for this time of 
year, good weather or bad, so once again a 
worthwhile comparison with previous years is not 
possible. Up to the 28th June we had recorded 273 
movements, which compares with 698 movements 
in June 2019 and 1,052 movements in June 2018. 
The figure was helped by some decent weather in 
the first three weeks of the month. Fuel sales tell a 

similar tale, with just under 2,500 litres 
dispensed up to June 28th compared to 
almost 6,000 litres in June 2019 and 
almost 8,500 litres in June 2018. 
On the flying side, the club aircraft were 
allowed to be booked out by members on 
a ‘solo’ self-fly hire basis and a total of 
18.6 flying hours were recorded for the 
club fleet up to 28th June. Again, to see 
the impact of the lockdown, this 
compares to a total of 76.3 flying hours 
for June 2019 and 107.4 hours for June 
2018. 
Because the airfield was open to all 

Jersey skydiver finally heads home

Fenland photographer drops in



throughout the month we still managed to see 
some welcome and interesting visitors from outside 
the county. They came from as far away as Old 
Warden in Bedfordshire, Enstone in Oxfordshire, 
Lee-on-Solent in Hampshire and Andrewsfield in 
Essex. Interesting visitors included two 
aircraft that had been stuck in St. Merryn 
for three months, as they were unable to 
return to their home base in Jersey due to 
that island closing down its airspace to all 
non-essential flights. One of these aircraft 
was the Cessna 206, G-ATLT, used by the 
Skydive Jersey organisation, and because 
of our Border Force-approved status as a 
departure point for aircraft operating 
outside the United Kingdom they were able 
legally to route outbound through Bodmin. 
Another visitor was Cessna 172, G-ECGC, 
which arrived from Fenland in Lincolnshire 
for a fuel and comfort stop while 
conducting an aerial photographic survey 
for a well-known national supermarket chain 
of their stores in the South West. We also 
welcomed a lovely German registered Piper PA-21 
Super Cub, D-ESVM, whose owner had 
repositioned his aircraft from Membury in Wiltshire 
to its new home in St. Merryn, and a rarely seen 
1968 Zlin Z.526 in from Branscombe on a visit to 
Rod Bellamy. Our last visitor was a lovely Taylor 

Monoplane, G-BGCY, in from its 
usual home in St. Merryn for a final 
fuel stop at Bodmin before heading 
east to be delivered to its new 
owner in the London area. 
Best visitor of the month was the 
Newquay-based Coastguard 
Search and Rescue Sikorsky S-92A 
helicopter, callsign ‘Coastguard 924’ 
which treated us to a flypast at the 
end of the month. A point of interest 
in regard to callsigns is that the 
‘Coastguard 924’ callsign, which is 
assigned solely to the Newquay 
based helicopter, is used when the 

helicopter is on a non-urgent call, a positioning 
flight, training flight or a post-maintenance flight. If 
she is proceeding to an emergency, or returning 
from an emergency with casualties onboard, her 
callsign changes to ‘Rescue 924’ which gives the 

priority and urgency to any radio call to other 
aircraft, or ATC unit, enroute or in the operating 
area. So if you hear her call as Rescue, give her 
plenty of room.
The ongoing maintenance around the airfield 
continues. Recent rains have given the grass a 
spurt, and thanks to some grass cutting work by 
Richard Saw and Pat Malone the airfield continues 

to look splendid, both on the 
ground and from the air. The 
clubhouse internal 
refurbishment has continued, 
with Jamie Wharram giving the 
new internal walls their first 
coats of white paint. Roger 
Davis, as ever, continues with 
the external refurbishment and 
has started on the replacement 
of the north wall. The removal of 
the existing, rotting external wall 
not only exposed the original 
wooden planking, but 

Branscombe Zlin in for maintenance

Coastguard S-92 on a welcome flypast

Super Cub on the German register



uncovered the original window that was covered 
over when the current bar was built. The new 
window was fitted to the members kitchen which 
means that, for the first time ever, the clubhouse 
has a full set of modern UPVC double glazed 
windows around the complete structure. This will 
make a huge difference to keeping the 
clubhouse warm in the winter, and will also 
protect the clubhouse against damp. 
Roger and Howard Fawkes are also making 
good progress on installing the new domestic 
water supply main and have now thrust-bored 
under the approach road and cleared the long 
pipe trench originally dug by Richard Saw, 
which runs alongside the road down to the 
Trago Mills warehouse. We are now waiting for 
South West Water to pressure test the main, 
and there are a few more jobs to be done 
before the water pipe can be laid and the 
clubhouse will finally have water under mains 
pressure.
The warm weather continued into mid-June 
and with a few days of warm, wet weather, has 
resulted in the continued emergence of more 
beautiful Cornish flora and fauna around the 
airfield. For those who like pink, the airfield 
hedgerows now have a ‘triple whammy’ of late 
campion, maturing foxgloves and now a showing of 

lovely rosebay willowherb. June has also brought 
out more indigenous wild meadow flowers in the 
airfield grassland with ox-eye daisy, eyebright and, 
most importantly, two beautiful wild orchids, 
namely the pyramidal orchid and the lesser 
butterfly orchid. This last, described as “one of the 
rare gems to be found on our rapidly diminishing 
grasslands”,  is particularly welcome, and has 
resulted in a local environmentalist asking to come 
and see what else we might have lurking on our 
airfield, which has of course never seen fertiliser or 
weedkiller.
The fauna has also not disappointed and we have 
seen the usual regular visits from roe deer, as well 
as a pair of foxes. As always happens throughout 
the year, the odd sheep manages to find its way off 
one of the adjoining fields, tempted by our lush, 
green grass. We currently have four of them 
enjoying the airfield and are waiting for their 
shepherd to come and take them back to their 
flock on the other side of the northern boundary. 

The one wild flower that is not a welcome sight 
when it’s growing season gets under way is the 
ragwort. The wet and mild winter, plus the warm 

spring has resulted in ragwort coming 
up early around the airfield. We have 
already started the annual removal 
programme, and this will continue 
over the next few months. And if the 
amount of blossom that the brambles 
are currently producing is anything to 
go by, then we can look forward to a 
bumper harvest of blackberries at the 
end of the summer. All in all, the land 
stewardship programme we manage 
across the airfield continues to benefit 
the local wildlife and we maintain a 
superb diversity of flora and fauna 
that, locally, is the envy of many. 

Thrust borers at work

The old clubhouse wall exposed

Sheep may safely graze…



The warm weather brought the hottest day of the 
year when we recorded 27.3ºC at noon on June 
25th. Incredibly, within 24 hours the plume of warm 
air had been replaced by cool Atlantic air and the 
very next day brought a noon temperature of 
13.4ºC, a drop of almost 14º in one 
day. The change in the weather 
brought with it the usual magnificent 
cloudscapes that are associated with 
the boundaries of two air masses, 
and we observed a rare cloud visitor 
lurking amongst the thundery cunims 
surrounding the airfield – an 
Altocumulus Lenticularis, or a ‘UFO 
cloud’ to some viewers, as it 
certainly looks like an alien mother 
ship.
As all of our members know, we 
have always allowed the Royal Navy 
to utilise the airfield gratis in order to 
meet their vital training needs. The 
training included preparation for the 
recent lockdown, where Merlin 
helicopters from Culdrose were placed on standby 
as emergency air ambulances and medical 
transports when a “worst case scenario” was being 

planned for in the management 
of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Of the four squadrons based at 
RNAS Culdrose, 824 Naval Air 
Squadron is tasked with the 
training of pilots, observers 
and crewmen for the Merlin 
fleet. They have been regular 
visitors to the airfield, or the 
vicinity, by day and night, for 
over 30 years. It is always nice 
to know when we are 
appreciated for the opportunity 
we provide. Recently, one of 
their Merlin helicopters visited 
the airfield during the night and 
in the morning we found a 
package sitting by the 
clubhouse door. It turned out to 

be a magnificent print of one of 
the 824 NAS Merlin helicopters, duly signed by 
all the Squadron Instructors as thanks for 
allowing them to use the airfield over the years. 
It is now framed, and will soon be hung in the 

clubhouse alongside the other framed prints we 
have been gifted by the other Royal Navy and 
Royal Air Force squadrons over the years.   

And finally, as with the last two 
newsletters, we ask that you do not 
allow your guard to relax for one 
moment due to the increased relaxation 
of the lockdown protocols. We have 
seen the undisciplined crowds in 
neighbouring county beaches and in city 
centres which are increasing the risk of 
a second spike in cases of the Covid-19 
virus. With it would come an increased 
risk of another lockdown, which we can 
ill afford. Quite apart from the risk to life, 
you’ve probably noted that after 70 

Lenticular cloud above lurking cunims

Taylor Monoplane has a new home in London

Lovely 1969 Beagle Pup from Popham



years in business, Jersey Aero Club 
has gone into administration. Others 
will follow. While Cornwall Flying Club 
is still in sound financial health, a 
prolonged second lockdown would do 
us no favours at all. So please 
continue to follow the advice issued by 
the Government, whether at the airfield 
or elsewhere – keep your distance, 
keep your hands clean and if possible, 
don’t touch your face! (I’ve tried this, 
and it’s really, really difficult.) If you 
have any doubts about your own 
health, phone NHS Direct on 111 for 
help and guidance. The mantra 
remains to STAY ALERT, CONTROL 
THE VIRUS, SAVE LIVES. 
The message is as important today as 
it has ever been. Stay safe.

The present they left on our doorstep

Have no fear, the Navy’s here



Five years ago for his 60th birthday Barry Pearson 
– mine host at Eaglescott Airfield – gave Cornwall 
Flying Club training aircraft unlimited access to 
Eaglescott free of all landing charges. This was in 
recognition of the invaluable assistance he 
received from our own founder Mike Robertson 
when he was fighting to establish Eaglescott in the 
mid 1980s.

This year, in celebration of his 65th birthday 
and the release from lockdown, he has advised us 
that all aircraft registered to a resident of Cornwall 
may enjoy free use of Eaglescott Airfield for the 
rest of the season. 

Eaglescott is remarkable in that it was 
established on a greenfield site in relatively recent 
times, in the face of a certain amount of opposition 
– and it takes a stalwart character like Barry 
Pearson to drive such a project through. In the 
early days, among his opponents was a doughty 
old biddy who would fire her shotgun at passing 
motorgliders in the belief that their pilots were 
looking in her bathroom window. Happily, those 

days are gone, and so is the biddy… today 
there is little danger of encountering gunfire on 
final approach, not even from the inner city kids 
who used to go to Eaglescott for country 
adventure holidays, and who could not be 
restrained from firing airgun pellets through the 
floors of the club gliders.   

Barry’s fiefdom is it’s only half an hour or 
so from Bodmin and very easy to find – there’s 
an enormous golf ball thing on a scaffold in the 
next field, you can see it miles away. (It’s 
actually guarding the Western Approaches for 
NATS.) Barry will probably be there when you 
drop in – he does most of the jobs around the 
place, having laid out the runways, attracted and 
trained most of the flying club members, hand-
built the first shed, fought off the bureaucrats 
and buried his mum and dad under a plum tree 
on the edge of the airfield.

Barry started flying gliders at RAF 
Chivenor as an ATC Cadet. In 1978 started a 
club, launching his fellow enthusiasts with a 

You won’t get shot at Eaglescott

Eaglescott – with Devon Air Ambulance and new hangar



Rover 100, the tow hook being bolted to the roof. 
Kicked out when the Hawks came in back 1979, 
his group got hold of some land with an agricultural 
mortgage, on which they began winch-towing 
gliders and offering motorglider PPLs in a Grob 
109A. Casting around for a name for their field, 
they discovered that the nearby area had been 
called Aylescott by the monks of Tavistock because 
there were eagles in the area (ayles were eagles), 
so Eaglescott it was.

A parachute club followed, the 
aforementioned adventure holiday business was 
invited in, and from 1984 to 1988 Barry battled for 
a licence – a time-consuming business for him, 
and he was working nights as a CPL flying the mail 
from Exeter to East Midlands in a Partenavia. 
That’s when Mike Robertson’s experience of 
dealing with bureaucrats was invaluable, but even 
he was brought up standing by the lady with the 
firearm. She lived in the village of Dolton, a couple 
of miles away. From 1984 to 1993 
she was suing Barry for noise, 
trespass and nuisance – only the 
third such suit in all of history. 
Luckily Barry’s girlfriend at the time 
was a solicitor and was able to do a 
lot of work. The lady was claiming 
for loss of goats milk yield and 
devaluation of her property, and in 
her court documents she admitted 
shooting at aircraft on 22 occasions 
with a 12-bore shotgun. Barry 
mentioned this to the CAA and they 

weren’t interested – a 
matter for the police, they 
said. Later the police came 
and took the lady’s 
shotguns away, but she 
was never prosecuted. 
After a nine-year court 
battle Barry emerged 
triumphant, with costs 
awarded against the old 
bat.
In the late 80s his work 
took him on to the Aztec 
and the Navajo, then he did 
a Shorts 330 course in 
1987 and got his command 
in 1988. The Post Office 
mail contract was taken 
over by Jersey European, 
later to become Flybe, for 
whom Barry flew the Shorts 
360 – the ‘Shed’ – until 
2002 when he moved to the 

Dash 8 Q300 and Q400, then on to the Embraer 
195. He’s got 25,000-plus hours in a variety of 
aircraft from seaplanes to Hawker Hunters, and 
15,000 glider launches. In normal times he would 
tell you all about the creation of the club over a 
cup of tea, along with the trials and tribulations of 
starting what became the only grass CAA 
Licensed Airfield in Devon However, this year the 
clubroom at Eaglescott is closed – but the airfield 
is very much open and active for you to visit.

Barrie Pearson says hello

Bolt Head discount
Cornwall Strut members qualify for a 50 percent 
discount on the landing fee at Bolt Head. Normal fee 
is £20… owner Chris Howell has agreed that Strut 
members (not CFC members) pay £10.

Bolt in here for a tenner



By Pete White
Events at Bodmin Airfield – and in fact 
across the whole world – have been 
postponed, cancelled or become virtual 
events using modern technology to 
capitalise on our eagerness to stay in 
touch with like-minded souls.
In ‘normal’ times our main enemy for any 
outside event was always the mood of 
the weather gods, but this year we have 
encountered something even bigger than 
that - Covid 19. We are still hoping that 
restrictions will ease sufficiently to allow 
a partial return to normality, which could 
enable an event or two to actually 
happen, but at the point of writing this, 
we are still waiting.
One West Country event that has been 
on wish lists for many pilots, and has become 
a special and unique experience for all that 
have attended, is the Lundy Sunday Fly-in, 
hosted by the island team and organised by a 
small gang of local pilots. The fly-in has 
attracted visitors from all parts of the UK 

including the Channel Islands, Ireland, Scotland 
and Wales with – depending on the weather – a 
very good turnout. So far the record is 87 
aeroplanes at one event.
The ‘runway’ and conditions are challenging, 
which is certainly part of the appeal to many 
visitors, but it is important for safety reasons to 
recognise the experience and ability of the pilot 
and suitability of the aircraft, so we have always 
insisted on a verbal PPR. This is followed up by 
an email containing a detailed briefing which is 
updated annually. 
The island has so much to offer in sheer beauty 

and it is a haven for wildlife. Although I have 
been visiting Lundy for 20 years or so I have 
never tired of the unique ambience and pure joy 
when ‘on board.’
In 2020, the Lundy Sunday Fly-in is scheduled 
for Sunday August 2nd, and we are still in 
discussion with the island team as to whether we 

can go ahead or 
not. So as an 
alternative or back 
up event is being 
planned – LUNDY 
SUNDAY at 
BODMIN AIRFIELD.
As the name 
suggests it will be 
held at Bodmin 
Airfield – and if it 
does go ahead, it 
will be on Sunday 
2nd August. More 
information will be 
sent out once we 
have had an update 
from the Lundy 
Island team.

Up to 87 aircraft fly in

Visitors fly from all over the UK and Ireland

Fly to the 
beautiful Isle 
of Bodmin



Pete White 01752 406660 / 07805 805679
PPR Essential

Cornwall 
Strut Fly-in

Join the Cornwall Strut at Bodmin Airfield

September 12    2020th


